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Intro to Territh - background and why you are here
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       History and facts of Mississippi River

- Flows from Minnesota to Louisiana, drains 32 
states and 2 canadian provinces

- MR basin is 4th largest in world - it covers 40% of 
the United States

- The Mississippi Delta in the Lower MR (Orange)  
is one of the most important drainage basins in 
the world

- Provides drinking water to about 20 million 
people in as many as 50 cities - the river is 
essential to many people. The river also counts 
as a river road or “fly way” for 325 species of 
birds and a habitat for over 780 different animals 
species.

Image: Mississippi River Basins courtesy of esri/ArcGIS Story Maps



Wetlands (highlighted in blue)
Definition: an area wet for an extended period, saturated land consisting of marshes and swamps

- The Louisiana Wetlands make up the 
largest contiguous wetland system in the 
lower 48 states(4 million acres) - but they 
are decreasing, losing one million acres 
since the turn of the century

- The coastal Louisiana wetlands grew from 
sediment deposited from flooding of the 
MR

- The sediment load of the MR is great, but 
man-made infrastructure and policies have 
negative consequences to the natural 
renewal processes of the delta, impacting 
communities and wildlife



How they work/purpose (wetlands)

- Natural storm surge 
buffer

- ecosystem/habitat 
for wildlife

- Drainage
- Carbon 

sequestering
- sponge/filter



Why important to preserve ( functions to country, to state, 
to city, to us)

- Food/fisheries/oysters
- Jobs/economic
- Recreation
- Eco-tourism



Issues (threats to wetlands and how they impact humans)

- Pollution
- Habitat loss
- Environmental racism
- Infrastructure failures/neglect
- Invasive species
- Water quality
- Climate change 



What we are doing/learning
- Water testing
- Education
- Research and analysis
- Guest speakers with experience in 

waterways (I would like to acknowledge 
Charles Allen, who was one of the many 
amazing guest speakers that gave us 
the knowledge we have today. He talked 
about some of the many coastal birds 
that are endangered because of 
humans)

- Trash pick-up



Conclusion/Ongoing research/my pledge

● I support a vision that includes better water quality, restoration of lost habitats, and a system that 
eliminates invasive water species. Restoration is returning something to its original or a better state 
than before. I also support focusing on restoration in colored communities and economically 
disadvantaged populations in effort to guarantee restoration funding is profitable and directed to 
communities along the River that have faced disproportionate harms from environmental 
degradation and environmental racism. 


